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Astrology
Birth Chart Of A Eunuch
Astrology is an occult and supernatural science. The
Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, Rahu, Ketu and Chiron
constantly emit rays. These rays combine with the rays
of the cosmos and at a particular location, jointly write
the future of the newborn child in its most nascent form.
The whole world is run according to a well defined plan.
The divine plan is well arranged. It is timed with amazing
precision. Nothing happens by chance - even the birth
of a eunuch.
Birth Stars Causing Gender Loss
Our zodiac has 12 solar mansions, of which odd
signs Aries  , Gemini  , Leo  , Libra  ,
Sagittarius  and Aquarius  are male signs and
Taurus
, Cancer
, Virgo
, Scorpio
,
Capricorn
and Pisces  are female ones. Sun,
Mars and Jupiter are male planets while Moon,
Venus, Mercury and Saturn are female. Mercury has
hermaphroditic tendencies.
Two common signs ruled by Mercury, i.e. Gemini and
Virgo, the other two ruled by Jupiter, i.e. Sagittarius
and Pisces, as well as constellations ruled by Mercury,
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i.e. Ashlesha, Jyeshtha and Rewati have common
gender tendencies.
Ardhanarishvara exists even today, as our bodies,
sometimes expressing primitive genetic behavior by
giving birth to a transgender, i.e. a child with incomplete
male and female sex organs.
Moon in ascendant in common signs, with Saturn and
ill aspect on Mercury by Mars may produce eunuchs.
Gemini and Sagittarius produce she-males with male
behaviour and Virgo and Pisces produce she-males
with female behaviour.
When Libra and Scorpio signs or Venus and Saturn
are afflicted in IV or VII house, it may be in the form of
both being retrograde, ill-positioned or having ill
aspect from Mars, Rahu, Ketu and Neptune. They
affect the proper development of male or female
organs and as such, the body lacks organs developed
due to male/female hormones. This lack of proper
internal and external sex organs leads to the birth of
a eunuch.
In such cases, affliction to Venus, Moon, Mercury and
Saturn, along with Venus/Moon dominance, produces
female eunuchs, whereas above affliction with Mars/
Sun dominance produces male eunuchs.
Not all eunuchs are subjected to castration, as some
may not need to be. Some are subjected to castration
when their Mars is heavily afflicted with Saturn and/
or Ketu.
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Life Of A Eunuch

Natal Chart of a Eunuch
Born February 2, 1990, Mumbai

Zodiac signs Gemini and Sagittarius pass through our
own star-studded stormy galaxy. If planets fall there,
the person is destined to a stormy and hectic life. If
these planets are evil / retrograde or have bad
association, series of negative events are in store for
that person. If it is luminary i.e. Sun-Moon, eye-trouble
is sure to come with fluctuating degree. Loss of vision
due to some or other reasons is to be experienced. If
planets of sex, emotions, male and female hormones,
i.e. Mars or Venus are afflicted due to retrogradation,
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association with Asteroid / Comet / Proto-Comet
Chiron or Trans Saturnine planets Uranus, Neptune and
Pluto, malady related to sex and sexual life is
experienced. The degree of affliction / association
determines the gravity of sexual capability from mild
to extreme ones.
We analyse the nativity of a real eunuch here. She has
hair all over her body, has a developed full-length penis
with proper size testes. What lacks is erection and
ejaculation. She has female behaviour instead and
prefers to go with a male for a possible unnatural sex.
Her Moon is in Mars’ sign where both are in trine, but
Mars is conjoined with Uranus and Neptune making
her prone to physiological and hormonal disturbances.
Again, Moon is in Ketu‘s constellation Ashwini and Ketu
on IX cusp in negative sign Cancer indicates curse of
last birth from mother side.
Her chart clearly indicates the stellium in Sagittarius
where Mars-Uranus-Neptune-Mercury-Saturn-Venus is
in chain conjunction. Venus is retrograde and
retrograde Jupiter - Chiron opposes the whole chain.
All these 8 planets / pro-comet are posited in starstudded high action Milky Way. This may make her a
celebrity. Mercury, Saturn and retrograde Venus
conjunction opposed by retrograde Chiron made her
a eunuch. Chiron’s affliction amounts to the wound on
the soul that never heals.
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